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1 Line RS RCA 0,41 / 0,82 / 1,23 / 1,85m 349,00€ - 799,00€ MSRP

2 Line RS XLR 0,41 / 0,82 / 1,23 / 1,85m 399,00€ - 849,00€ MSRP

3 Phono RS RCA 1,23m 599,00€ MSRP

4 Phono RS 5P / RCA 1,23m 649,00€ MSRP

5 Phono RS 5P / XLR 1,23m 649,00€ MSRP

6 LS RS 3,0 / 4,0m 799,00€ / 899,00€ MSRP

Connect it RS
Pure silver & OCC conductor with copper rhodium plated connectors and carbon isolated housing

RCA XLR (f) XLR (m) 5P LS

Line & Phono Cable:

Conductors:  Matched crystal silver 

Cable Capacity: 71pF (1,23m)

LS Cable:

Conductors:  4x 0,75mm2 OCC  

Jacket:   Transparent PVC + RS Jacket
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The importance of quality cables
Cables are not able to make your sound system 
sound better, but they ensure that every detail and 
information of the signal is transmitted to the dedi-
cated receiving device. Using a poor cable can limit 
your whole HiFi setup and definitely can be the bot-
tleneck of your sound experience. You can compare 
it with cars: A sports car with bad tyres still has a 
lot of power, but it won‘t be able to bring the per-
formance onto the road. The same applies to sound 
systems. The best turntables, amplifiers, etc. need 
quality cables to deliver their full performance.
Our new „Connect it“ cable lineup covers all your 
needs and not only offers different connection ty-
pes & technologies, but also various conductor & 
plug materials. 
With our experience of  30 years in HiFi we focused 
on four cable lines which focus on dedicated mate-
rials and built types. 
The „Connect it RS“ line features our real high end 
cables made in Europe!

Rhodium Carbon - Pure High End
The „Connect it RS“ signal cables use a pure silver 
conductor for highest conductivity over the who-
le frequency range. This means that all musical in-
formation is preserved and the cable transfers its 
signal completely neutral without any colouration. 
Compared to copper, silver does not accentuate the 
high frequencies, which results in a more detailed 
and open sound stage. Especially for small phono 
signals in the millivolt range, the ultra low capacity is 
a mandatory for a clean signal transmission. 
The shielding is done with a pure silver coated OFC 
helix with a carbon saturated conductive sub-jacket 
which offers a perfect protection, but also great ca-
ble flexibility.
For the speaker cables (LS) we use special high pu-
rity OCC copper which is produced with a vertical 
vacuum continue casting technique. This special 
design can manufacture ultra-purified crystal cop-
per wires. 
All RS-Line connectors feature rhodium plated cop-
per signal pins and are covered by a non-conducti-
ve carbon housing.
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